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Abstract
     Flags Australia (The Flag Society of Australia) is a resource for reliable and accurate information
about Australian and other flags, and seeks to achieve greater awareness and knowledge of flags
among Australians.
     Over a period of 10 years the Flag Society of Australia (FSA) and its Newcastle convener Colin
Randall has sought to create and increase flag awareness in the community of Newcastle in NSW
Australia.  Newcastle and the adjacent Hunter Valley have a population of 500,000 and Newcastle is
its “capital”.  Newcastle is the sixth largest city in Australia.  While Newcastle is the largest coal
export port in the world, the Newcastle/Hunter community is diverse with university, health system,
coal mining, services, wine, agriculture, horse breeding and power generation being the major
industries and employers.  With over 3,000 ship movements in and out of the port of Newcastle flags
on ships are a common sight.
To date FSA has undertaken exhibitions, flag flying at our Newcastle base, media attention on
historic flags, media promotion of new flags, presentations to community groups, increasing flag
awareness in the Port, flying of flags on national days, presentation of flags for flying on community
property, and creation of interest for new flags for the City of Newcastle and for the region of the
Hunter.  Current use of two flag poles in the CBD of Newcastle and a suburban flag pole with a
simple chalk board describing the flag flown has created and increased flag awareness in the
community of Newcastle.
     This paper presents images of the flags flown and describes the various methods that have been
used by FSA to date and the current methods that are not only efficient but effective in creating and
increasing flag awareness in the community.



INTRODUCTION

Flags Australia (The Flag Society of Australia) is a resource for reliable and accurate information
about Australian and other flags, and seeks to achieve greater awareness and knowledge of flags
among Australians.  Over 10 years the Flag Society of Australia (FSA) and I, as its Newcastle
convener, have sought to create and increase flag awareness in the community of Newcastle in NSW
Australia.

This paper provides a case study for creating and increasing flag awareness in a community.  This
paper has an unavoidable personal view on how to create and increase flag awareness.  Having met
Gerald Naughton of FSA, I joined the Flag Society of Australia in December 1999.  My grandfather
had been a signaler in the Royal Navy, having joined in 1905, so I claim that my life-long interest in
flags comes from the fact that flags must be in my DNA.

Newcastle and Flag Awareness

Newcastle and the adjacent Hunter Valley have a population of 500,000 and Newcastle is its
“capital”.  Newcastle is the sixth-largest city in Australia.  While Newcastle is the largest coal export
port in the world, the Newcastle/Hunter community is diverse with university, health facilities, coal
mining, services, wine, agriculture, horse breeding, and power generation being the major industries
and employers. 

With over 3,000 ship movements each year in the port of Newcastle, flags on ships are a common
sight.  Many of the ships are registered in lower cost registration countries such as Liberia and
Panama.  As a consequence many of the ships are under “flags of convenience”.  Other countries
considered under the same category include Cyprus, Marshall Islands, Tonga, Bermuda, and Malta.
With coal shipments through Asia/Pacific/Subcontinent, ships’ flags often sighted are China, SAR
Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea. 

In Newcastle a number of people, apart from the author, fly flags on a regular basis:  Bar Beach
resident Roy Duffy, a Glebe Road dentist, a Hillsborough Road resident, and a Dudley resident.  The
flags are not regularly changed but some are.  They are in prominent positions and often cause
comment.  The main problem for most is that there is no mechanism to let the uninitiated know what
country is represented or the reason for flying the flag.

Organisations that fly flags include Port Corporation, United Services Club, Greek Church, Court
House, Newcastle City Council, and Newcastle Club.  The local Mission to Seaman Stella Maris
used to fly the flag of Lesotho since the priest claimed he had become the local Honorary Consul to
Lesotho.  This eccentric gentleman was removed from his ministry for bizarre behavior and
unfortunately his flag no longer flies.
   
FSA Visit to Newcastle 2004

In October 2004 members of FSA visited Newcastle.  The places of vexillological interest visited
included flag spotting on vessels at the coal loaders, Merchant Mariners Memorial, pilot station (see
photo), Nobby’s Signal Station, Fort Scratchley, Coast Guard centre on Shepherds Hill, Bingle Street
(see photo), warriors chapel in Newcastle Cathedral, Newcastle City Hall, Monty Wedd’s Museum,
and Regional Museum. 

The Lock Up – Hunter Heritage Centre – a base for FSA in the Hunter



In December 2004 FSA obtained a lease on a room inside what had been the old Newcastle Police
Station, the Hunter Heritage Centre, once called “The Lock Up” and was the site of the FSA
exhibitions in Newcastle (see photo).  There were two flag poles out of the first floor and we were
permitted to fly flags.  Depending on what was flying from the flag poles at the Heritage Centre there
was a little card in the window to advise (see illustration).  At the same time the City Centre Alliance
decided to sponsor flags for seasonal flying (see press article).  This had the impact of restricting
flying of flags.  The coming of the Writers Commune and the need to get their permission to put out
flags further restricted access to the flag poles at the Heritage Centre.

Flags for the Mall

The Newcastle CBD and its mall had flagpoles but no flags.  The FSA donated a number of ex-Navy
flags from countries whose ships frequented the port (i.e. Taiwan, South Korea, etc.).  Theft of the
flags within one month of installation put a damper on future donations where there was no security.

A New flag for Newcastle and the Hunter?

Following the October 2004 visit by FSA an attempt was made to engender public debate on the
current flag for Newcastle City and a possible replacement.  A newspaper article (see attached press
article) was used to start the debate.  However there was little enthusiasm for change considering the
letters to the editor and the expressed opinion “City Flag OK, OZ flag not” (referring to the need to
change the national flag).  (See attached).  Subsequently there have been two designs for
Hunter/Newcastle flags from Tony Burton (see Image) and John Vaughan (see Images).

EXHIBITIONS

Flags of Heritage Australia Day 2005

Opening on Australia Day, 26th January 2006, Flags Australia presented its first exhibition: Flags of
Heritage.  Some 20 replica colonial flags used in the 19th century were on display.  (Flyer for
exhibition and Image)  These flags were forerunners of the design ideas of the present Australian
national flag, selected from a public competition in 1901, formally gazetted in 1903, further amended
in 1908.  The blue ensign version was finally adopted as the civil Australian national flag for general
use under the Flags Act 1953.

The Bowman flag of 1806 was one on display.  Made from a bridal dress, the banner was to
celebrate the Battle of Trafalgar, and was the first recorded use of the kangaroo and emu as heraldic
emblems for Australia.  (See image)  The exhibition was opened by Ms Janet Dore, General Manager
of Newcastle City Council, with the FSA President Tony Burton (Image).  General view of the
exhibition (Image)   Some 400 people attended the exhibition over the three weeks it was on display.
It was a very well received exhibition.

Flags Array for Australia Day 2006

On Australia Day, 26th January 2006, Flags Australia held an exhibition of eight national flags and a
proposed Hunter Flag.  (Attached is the flyer, brochure and photos of the exhibition Images)

The flags on display were:



 Australia Blue Ensign
 Australia Red Ensign
 Royal Australian Navy White Ensign
 Royal Australian Air Force
 Defence Force Tricolour
 New South Wales State Ensign
 Aboriginal Flag
 Torres Strait Islands Flag
 Tony Burton’s proposed Hunter Region Flag

This exhibition was marred by a hooligan element who at one stage sought to steal flags, until
persuaded to leave.

State Flags for Australia Day 2007

On Australia Day, 26th January 2007, Flags Australia mounted an exhibition of all the state and
territory flags for Australia.  The flags on display were:

 New South Wales
 Queensland
 Victoria
 South Australia
 Tasmania
 Western Australia

The flags of the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory were also on display.  This
exhibition had limited success since it was only for one day.

Flags for Dancing Exhibition, 9th March 2007

This exhibition was timed to coincide with the reopening of the Heritage Centre as “The Lock-Up”
and its Education Centre.  It was an exhibition of 1940s flags donated to the FSA by the Victoria
League of Newcastle.  The Victoria League for Commonwealth Friendship was originally founded to
promote better understanding between the countries of the British Empire.  During WWII the league
held entertainments for Allied soldiers, sailors, and airmen stationed or passing through Newcastle.
The large flags were those given by ships during the 1940s and used to dress the halls for the dances
held for the troops.  The exhibition included flags of Australia, the United Kingdom, Netherlands,
USA (48-star version), Greece (pale blue), and China (Nationalist).  (see flyer Image and photo)  
The exhibition was for a very limited time but well received.

Presentations to Community groups

Presentations to local service groups and to pensioner groups are a continuing part of the process of
education.  These are always well received.  To date presentations have been made to the Newcastle
Chapter of the Master Mariners Association, Adamstown Probus Group, Self-Funded Retirees
Association, and the Newcastle Historical Society.
 
Local media – Radio and Newspaper



Flag awareness amongst the general population, especially young people, sometime comes down to
very simple imagery.  For young men especially, creating flag awareness is as simple as getting
Commonwealth Games high jumper Claire Mallett  to wear a Australian Flag bikini.  (Image)  A new
flag always can be used by the local media to try and generate circulation for them.
A good example is the push in 2004 by FSA to engender some feeling for a new flag for Newcastle.
(press articles and letters to editor)  In a promotion for the 2005 Heritage flag exhibition – flag
fanatics was the theme.  See press article (image)  In advertising for the 2006 Australia Day
Exhibition, the media were more interested in what might be proposed for a new Hunter flag than the
details of the Australian national flags that it became evident that many people did not know.
(Image)  
 
Newcastle Port Corporation 2004 – 2008

The Newcastle Port Corporation provided FSA with access to the Pilot Station and enabled the use of
their flag mast.  In an attempt to get a closer relationship to create a flag walk a number of
approaches were made.  Unfortunately all attempts at getting space at the pilot station or a row of
flags sponsored by the port Corporation have failed.

Flag Mast - Fort Scratchley, Newcastle East 2009

In 2009 FSA approached Fort Scratchley about the use of their recently restored flag mast for the
occasional flying of flags.  This fort, on 8th June 1942, returned fire when IJS I-21 shelled the City of
Newcastle.  The fort was originally designed to repel the Russians.  Its guns were then modernized
during WWII.  Ongoing negotiations are taking place to use the flagmast.
 

PERSONAL DISPLAYS
 
Flag Pole - 27 Hatfield Street, Merewether Heights 2003-2007

My home at 27 Hatfield Street, Merewether Heights had a flag pole.  Unfortunately I always had to
battle with the fact that we were in a valley, surrounded by trees and the wind was always quite
variable.  I also had to battle with trees that caused any wind to be flukey and inconsistent.  Flag
flying was not fun and neighbours could never quite see what flag it was.  Also they constantly asked
what I was flying and they needed a sign giving them the information.  I thought this was only a joke
on their part.  Having moved and taken my flag pole, I hoped that as we are now moving to a hill
better flag flying conditions would prevail—and they do. 

Two Flag Poles - 7 Newcomen Street, Newcastle 2000- 2008

In 2000 my wife had her family business in one of the Port-side offices in No 7 Newcomen Street
Newcastle.  The building had two large flagpoles and I agitated for the use of the poles.
However on inspection they had no running gear and were badly rusted in the top 300 mm.  I
suggested to the “body corporate” that I would be pleased to repair the poles at my expense if I could
then use them.  After considerable discussion and effluxion of time, in 2004 it was finally agreed that
the body corporate would lease me the flag poles for an annual rental after I had completed the
repairs.  To this I agreed.  

Unfortunately all my effort to get access was to no avail when the owner of the top floor changed
and the new owner prohibited my access to the poles.  Reason simple when it was discovered that



she was running a day spa (i.e. illegal brothel).  Going once a week to change flags may have been
misconstrued.  With the sale of the floor and the purchase by a manufacturing jeweler who
refurbished the flag poles and included floodlighting I have the opportunity to fly flags at will.  The
fact the building is opposite the Newcastle Port Corporation is also a bonus.  Every fortnight I
change the flags.  For ANZAC Day I flew the Australian and New Zealand flag.
Many different flags in many combinations have been flown.  The jeweler says that his new
customers identify the building by the one with the flags on it!!!  This past week the two flags flown
were a large South Korean naval ensign and the New Zealand Merchant Marine flag.  Why those
two?  Because I can!!!  Also—the owner of the floor likes them!!!   (Images of flags flown)

Flag pole and chalk board - 48 Marshall Street, New Lambton Heights since March 2007 

After moving house on 9th March 2007 (yes the same day as the Flags for Dancing Exhibition) it
took 9 months to get my flagpole up.  Once up I started putting up a different flag every day.  My
wife, Irene, started to complain that the neighbours and passers-by were asking “what flag is that?”. 
She said “why not put a board up and write what it is?” so that she does not to remember everyday.

This has proved to be the most important way to achieve an increase in community knowledge of
flags.  I fly flags on national days but also when things are happening in the world that we should be
mindful of, for example:
 Indian flag at half mast during the Mumbai Terrorist attacks
 Georgian flag during the Russian invasion over South Ossetia
 South Ossetian flag (courtesy of Peter Orenski)
 Australian Flag when we drew with Qatar to book place in World Cup in South Africa in 2010.
(see image)

All of this has engendered an enormous amount of interest and comment from neighbours and
passers-by.  Many have been moved to write, while others requested loan flags for a local school
mini-Olympics and to ask me to give a talk on flags to the local Montessori school.

Letters of appreciation and encouragement have included:

“Hello, I just wanted to tell you how much my son and I enjoy and appreciate your flags each
morning on the way to school.  His comment this morning was that it would be good if you had a
D.R. Congo one, to fly it now so that we remember the people there!  Thank you for providing the
stimulus for a comment like that!
Best wishes Julia Coleman (No. 51)”

“Dear Sir/Madam, Thank you for putting out your colourful collection of flags.  I enjoy looking at
the different flags and discussing their colours and origins with my Daddy and Mummy when we
walk or drive past your house.  Mummy thanks you for writing their names on your chalk board to
help distinguish some of the flags.  Thank you again.  (signed) Samuel Chappell (2 yrs 5 mths!)  PS I
hope you enjoy my picture of “The Wiggles”.
[ I provided a copy of a flag book, and heard back “Thanks so much for the book, our whole family
has found it an interesting read, and its great to know more about the flags you put up.  I hope you
have a fantastic Christmas and thanks again.”]

“Dear Residents of 48 Marshall Street,
For weeks and weeks now I have been procrastinating, according to my wife Deb, that I was going to
drop you a note of thanks but had never made the time to do so.  Now before this year draws to its



imminent closure, I am finally compiling this message of thanks.  Thank you so much for providing
a whole new dimension to the neighbourhood with the wonderful—and seemingly vast—array of
national flags you have.  Every day as I come out of our street, I look forward to what might be
flying on your flagpole.”

And this is even more inspiring… “when I learn of new flags, or have vague memories resurrected of
previously known ones, via the little blackboard on your fence, as an educator, I can only applaud
your commitment to the lifelong learning of others in your community!  I trust you will be motivated
to continue this tradition for many years to come.
From a very grateful and now more enlightened neighbour,
Phillip Goldsworthy. 
29th December 2008
11A Currawong Steet, Cardiff Heights”

The Internet

The most peculiar request was by phone, as a result of a lady in Newcastle searching the Internet for
someone local to talk to who could answer her question: “Before flying a flag what do you do?”
I started to answer her question but she said the answer must only be one word and six letters.
“Unfurl” was my answer.  She said “Thanks very much.  That fits in the crossword puzzle.” !!!!

CONCLUSION

While websites and the Internet can provide information rapidly, the actual flying of flags remains
the simplest means of increasing community awareness of flags.  The use of a simple chalk board,
giving the name of the flag, is the most efficient way of increasing knowledge once you have the
community’s attention.

 



Prepared by Colin Randall, member 
of the Flag Society of Australia in 

Newcastle Australia. 
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